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Bon retour!
It is our great pleasure – notre grand plaisir – to welcome you to the
second edition of DUCO France!
Paris’ crisp autumn days set the perfect stage for our 2022 theme,
A Moveable Feast, which pays homage to the vibrancy, jubilation, and
optimism of 1920s France. It was a time bursting with creative energy,
cultural expression, and artistic collaborations and DUCO seeks the
manifestation of this spirit in today’s world of high-end hospitality.
We are honored to help build partnerships and strengthen ties between
the most distinguished French hoteliers and the world’s most discerning
travel advisors. Our niche event focuses on a single destination set in the
heart of that destination, creating excitement to explore this world capital
of culture.
And as with Les Années Folles, ‘the crazy years’ as the era we are honoring
was known, I hope the connections forged at DUCO ignite your curiosity and
spark a sense of freedom to explore beyond the usual.
Join us for the journey!

Carolina Perez
Founder of DUCO
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LES PRÉS D’EUGÉNIE AND CHÂTEAU DE RIELL

Michel Guérard - who started as a pastry chef and went on to guide French cuisine into
unimaginable territory - rose to the top of the culinary world substituting traditionally
rich preparations with lean yet flavorful alternatives. His restaurant at Les Prés d’Eugénie,
where guests are invited to indulge in a banquet of beauty, has been awarded three
Michelin stars for an impressive 45 consecutive years. In a conversation with DUCO,
he illustrates how, at nearly 90, he’s still the cream of the crop.

You were a celebrity chef before such a thing existed. What
do you make of the current craze of turning chefs into
personalities?

A serendipitous encounter in the early 1970s with an admiring
diner in his Parisian restaurant was undoubtedly more auspicious
for Guérard, a founder of nouvelle cuisine and the inventor of
cuisine minceur, than any of his many accolades.

It was Paul Bocuse in the 60s who, with his eloquence and
charisma, drew the public’s attention to the cooks that we were until
then. It marked the beginning of the ‘starification’ of chefs. Even if I
don’t master the subtleties of social networks myself, I see that this
phenomenon encourages creativity and sharing with our guests.
Of course, there are sometimes exaggerations and caricatural
behaviors, but it also does a lot to give nobility to our craft, elevates
it to the status of art.

She was Christine Barthélémy of the family that launched La
Chaîne Thermale du Soleil, the first chain of thermal spas in France.
The two fell in love, married in 1974, and Guérard followed her to the
forested Landes region about an hour south of Bordeaux. Together
they conceived the poetic universe that is Les Prés d’Eugénie, a
country palace that lures you into lush gardens and enchants with
meticulous interior details.

How has health food and healthy eating evolved since you
first put together crab salad and grapefruit?

Another gem in the family’s hospitality crown is the baroque
Château de Riell overlooking La Chaîne’s original spa in neighboring
Occitanie. Both properties, Guérard says, share the same
whimsical elegance, love of history, and family welcome. The
couple’s daughters, Eléonore and Adeline, continue that balancing
of tradition with innovation, having taken over management of the
family’s portfolio shortly after Christine passed away in 2017. And
while the master chef may not still be in the kitchen every night,
each dish bears his indelible stamp.

When we created cuisine minceur in 1975, it was to solve a very
simple problem: How to pleasingly feed the spa-goers who came to
lose weight and to whom, up until that point, we had been serving a
slice of cooked ham and grated carrots. It is still relevant today, but
it is no longer a ‘slimming’ cuisine. It incorporates a much broader
conception of health. Dishes are based on perfect nutritional
balance - fats, carbohydrates, and proteins – and the impeccable
quality of the locally sourced ingredients.

Mr. Guérard, your groundbreaking career has spanned
decades. What inspired this journey?

What trends do you see on the culinary and hospitality
horizon?

I owe this extraordinary life to women (‘good fairies’) who marked
out my path. First, my grandmother, a fine cook whose sublime pies
developed in me a passion for flavor very early on. Then Christine,
my wife and my muse. We created Les Prés d’Eugénie as a family
house, not as a hotel. We had a passion for antiques and beautiful
objects; we had a passion for nature and beautiful gardens; we had
a passion for history and great stories. And we have always tried to
share these passions with our team and our guests.

Two years ago, my daughters launched a new culinary approach
to fasting, a plant-based food routine: cuisine botanique.
Fashions, especially in the hotel business, are by nature everchanging. Today, with the post-modern questioning of the ‘always
bigger, always more powerful’ dogma, our choice to remain ‘modest’
family entrepreneurs appears to everyone as the new modernity.
We are proud of this.

How would you define your hospitality philosophy?

And if life hadn’t led you to the kitchen?

I think it is something quite intangible. A subtle harmony based
on sincere openness, the desire for work well done, the sharing of
what’s beautiful and good. It’s a kindness and gracefulness.

I have also always loved cooking herbs for their exceptional
organoleptic palette and freshness. In another life, I would have
liked to be a ‘nose’ in perfumery.

The restaurant at Les Prés d’Eugénie, set in
the Empress Lounges, was first awarded
three Michelin stars in 1977.
Signature dishes include Tsarina Egg with Caviar,
Soft Pillow of Morels and Wild Mushrooms, and
Lightly Smoked Lobster.

CRÈME DE
LA CRÈME

Les Prés d’Eugénie – Maison Guérard
334 Rue René Vielle
Eugénie-les-Bains, New Aquitaine
www.lespresdeugenie.com

Château de Riell

Route des Bains
Molitg-les-Bains, Occitanie
www.chateauderiell.com
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The Maison Guérard portfolio includes 21
thermal medical spas, 9 hotels and restaurants,
30 residences, and 3 campgrounds for a total of
1,700 rooms and apartments throughout France.
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RITZ PARIS

Where Fashion Sits
The Ritz Paris, host to nearly 125 years of glorious French history,
tends with impeccable detail to a cultivated clientele seeking authentic style
and sophistication in the City of Lights. Oh, là là!

From the moment it opened in 1898 in what had been
the elegant Place Vendôme mansion of King Louis XIV’s
architect, the Ritz was witnessing – and making – history.

a boa. Proust took many of these behind-the-scenes
moments for the characters of his seven-volume novel,
‘In Search of Lost Time,’ written from his suite.

Founded by Swiss “king of hoteliers and hoteliers to
kings” César Ritz and influential French chef Auguste
Escoffier, it was the first hotel to include an ensuite
bathroom, electricity, and a telephone in each room.
Today suites bear the names of some of the hotel’s
most illustrious guests – such as Coco Chanel, Ernest
Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Marcel Proust, all of
whom at times called the Ritz home – with the finest, Le
Suite Impérial, listed as a National Monument of France
in its own right.

It was in the basement of the Ritz where two small
steamer trunks, holding Hemingway’s notes of his time
in 1920s Paris, were discovered in 1956. Those notes
became his memoirs of those years, ‘A Moveable
Feast.’ Nowadays, Hemingway is remembered in the
eponymous bar packed with memorabilia that opened
in 1994 with internationally acclaimed mixologist Colin
Field serving up cocktails of his own creation and lively
conversation.

At no time did the sparkle of the Ritz shine brighter
than during Les Années Folles, the crazy years of the
1920s, that fomented a cultural explosion in Paris. If
the Left Bank was where the artistic collaborations
and literary confabs were taking place among the Café
Society, the Ritz was where they kicked up their heels
at extravagant celebrations. Royalty, heads of state, and
celebrities have all sought out discreet stays. Fashionista
Coco Chanel came for one night and remained 34 years.

More recently, the Ritz underwent a four-year, $450
million renovation. The exteriors may have gotten
a polish and invisible comforts modernized, but the
essence of what has made the hotel’s name synonymous
with magnificent accommodations remains. “We have
strived to conserve the magic of the Ritz Paris, preserve
its DNA whilst adding the very latest technologies,” says
general manager Marc Raffray. “That’s why it’s still the
most legendary hotel in the City of Lights and a place
where dreams come to life.”

Stories abound of these guests’ frivolities – American
composer Cole Porter was known to demand pianos at
all times of the night; in her suite Marquise Luisa Casati
of Milan kept cheetahs and a python she would wear as

Outstanding, personalized customer service, says
Raffray, is what truly defines ‘ritz’. “Most important is to
anticipate each and every client’s needs and wishes, if
possible, even BEFORE they know what they need or wish.”

By the numbers
• 71 rooms
• 71 suites, including 16 historic prestige
suites named for some of the Ritz’s
most iconic guests
• 8 reception rooms
• 3 restaurants (one with 2 Michelin
stars) and 3 bars (including Bar
Hemingway)
• A cooking school, École Ritz Escoffier
• Years since opening: 124

Ritz Paris

15 Place Vendôme
1st Arrondissement
Since 1898
www.ritzparis.com

“When I dream of afterlife in heaven,
the action always takes place in the
Paris Ritz.”
Ernest Hemingway

• $450 million and 4 years:
the cost and time it took for the
latest renovations
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The Ritz Paris has entered the public
imagination through numerous pop
culture references.

In film:
Three films starring Audrey Hepburn
have prominently featured the
Ritz Paris: Funny Face, Love in the
Afternoon, and How to Steal a Million

In fiction:
Tender is the Night, F. Scott Fitzgerald
The Sun Also Rises, Ernest Hemingway
From Russia, with Love, Ian Fleming
The Devil Wears Prada, Lauren
Weisberger

Domaine des Etangs

Château Hôtel Grand Barrail
Château la Chenevière
Domaine de Manville
Domaine des Etangs
Grand Powers
Hôtel Crillon Le Brave
Hôtel Le Pigonnet
Hôtel Le Strato
Le Narcisse Blanc Hôtel & Spa
Le Vallon de Valrugues & Spa
Les Sources de Caudalie
Les Sources de Cheverny
Lou Pinet
Pavillon de la Reine
Refuge de la Traye
San Régis Paris
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PLUS C’EST PETIT, MIEUX C’EST

Domaine de Verchant

Plus C’est Petit,
Mieux C’est

B

DUCO’s hotels with 30 or fewer rooms
offer their guests grand experiences.
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4

5

6

8

rooms
Hameau de La Volière

rooms
Villa Augustine Bayeux

rooms
Villa Grenache

rooms
Le Mas Vermentino
Refuge de la Traye

rooms
Ultima Megève
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10

11

12

13

rooms
La Maison d’Uzès
Villa Clarisse

rooms
Château d’Estoublon

rooms
Maison Villeroy

rooms
Airelles Saint-Tropez,
Pan Deï Palais
Cannes – Le Grand Jardin
Cour des Vosges
Hôtel Splendide Royal
Les Chalets des Fermes

rooms
Airelles Château de
Versailles, Le Grand Contrôle
Ultima Courchevel Belvédère
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17

18

19

20

rooms
La Bastide de Marie
La Chapelle Saint Martin

21

rooms
Armancette Hôtel,
Chalets & Spa
Château de Riell
Domaine des Etangs

rooms
Cap Estel
Château de la Treyne

23

24

rooms
Domaine de Fontenille

25

rooms
Le K2 Chogori

rooms
La Villa Gallici
Villa Cosy, Hotel & Spa

rooms
Hotel La Ponche Saint-Tropez
Le K2 Djola
Lou Calen

rooms
Hôtel Le Strato
Les Hortensias du Lac

27

28

29

30

rooms
La Réserve Ramatuelle Hotel, Spa and Villas

rooms
Hotel Villa Lara Bayeux
Villa La Coste Hotel

rooms
Château la Chenevière
J.K. Place Paris

12

rooms
Château de Mercuès
Cheval Blanc St-Tropez
Domaine de Manville
Le Phebus & Spa

Chantal and Pierre Mestre

rooms
Château de Courcelles
Domaine Les Crayères

26

rooms
Domaine de Verchant

lending a modern aesthetic with historic bones, Chantal and Pierre
Mestre have spent 20 years curating the rebirth of Domaine de
Verchant into a 5-star hotel set in the vineyards just beyond the
gates of Montpellier, minutes from the Mediterranean, and a world all its
own. Lovers of travel, the couple turned the centuries-old estate complete
with sumptuous spa, three pools, and 1,600-bottle wine list into a retreat
worthy of their own journeys but also a place to call home. “Verchant has
all the qualities of ‘elsewhere,’ disconnecting you from the world without
making you a stranger,” the couple muses. “It’s a place between the
parentheses of time and space, a soft cocoon like a family home.”

Hotel Villa Lara and
Villa Augustine Bayeux

D

Rima and François Hébert

elightful Villa Lara weaves the story of owners Rima and François
Hébert as adroitly as the famed tapestry of Bayeux. After
years working abroad for international hotel groups, the couple
yearned to return to France and pour their hearts into a personal project.
They spent three years building the Époque-styled hotel, named for
their daughter, across from the Norman-Gothic cathedral in the historic
center. “It is a name which is a part of us, for a hotel which is part of us,”
says Rima. Later came suites in the adjacent Villa Augustine, a former
Catholic boarding school. “We hope our guests enjoy the adventure of a
stay with us as much as we enjoy preparing it.”

La Chapelle Saint Martin

W

Gilles and Henri Dudognon

hen Chef Gilles Dudognon’s grandparents opened a
restaurant in the former private residence of a 19th-century
porcelain manufacturer just outside Limoges the same year
Gilles was born, they unknowingly charted a course for four generations.
A 14-room hotel followed at La Chapelle Saint Martin with Gilles’s father
Jacques, an avid gardener, redesigning the nearly 100-acre park of
centuries-old trees, the birthplace of forest farming, into a peaceful
haven. Gilles later took over the kitchen and as maître de maison. But
La Chapelle is not confined by stuffy tradition – bold contemporary art
and cuisine greets guests – rather, it is a deep connection to the land
that defines it. “It’s an ode to Limousin,” Gilles says, referring to their
sparsely populated region in south-central France known for its cattle
and pristine countryside. “For the past 60 years, we have been sharing
our passion for art, nature, gastronomy, and French excellence. I have
always wondered whether there is a collective family consciousness
and its impact on our lives and family history. Now my son Henri has
been immersing himself in this enchanting world that is La Chapelle,
slowly writing the next page of our story as well as his own.”
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HOTEL LA PONCHE SAINT-TROPEZ

FRESH CATCH
As new owners of an iconic Saint-Tropez hideaway cast a net into
the high-end hospitality sea of the French Riviera, the soul and
the spirit of a legend shine on.
You are now the steward of a Saint-Tropez legacy, Mr. Saltiel.
Talk to us about that.

Tucked away from the rockstar glitz of Saint-Tropez, the historic
fishing quarter La Ponche feels like a lazy summer day no matter
the season. Quaint cottages crowd up to the petite pebble beach.
For centuries Italian, Spanish, and Greek fishermen hauled their
day’s catch to the quay jutting into the Mediterranean.

La Ponche is a piece of contemporary history of Saint-Tropez….
I loved Simone’s story, dedicated to the work began by her mother
to create this place that is so endearing, so vibrant, so unique. I think
she found in us the best hand-off to continue the story.

Slip down a side street of the old town, steps from the water’s
edge, and you’ll stumble across the buttery yellow façade of Hotel
La Ponche Saint-Tropez. At first glance (and to the unknowing),
it could be just another among the myriad hotels that beckon
travelers to this fabled holiday destination.

Ms. Duckstein, how did you know you had found the right
person to pass on the baton?
We became friends, very good friends. Nicolas is the son I would
have dreamed to have.

Hotel La Ponche began life in 1938 as a fisherman’s bar, and
Simone Duckstein began hers in an upstairs room, now a part of the
hotel, of her parents’ establishment. Her mother later transformed
the locale into a beach resort with spectacular views onto the bay
of Saint-Tropez.

What makes La Ponche so alluring in your mind?
The sea is at your feet. You are in the center (of town) and at the
same time, you are far away. It is a jewel.
What would you say are the most fascinating features of the
hotel, Mr. Saltiel?

When the stars of French New Wave cinema and other artistic
figures began flocking to the Côte d’Azur in the fifties and sixties, –
Roger Vadim filmed Brigitte Bardot in “And God Created Woman”
on the beach here, staying at the hotel during filming – Hotel La
Ponche managed to capture the zeitgeist of that glamour while
maintaining its essence as a vacation home at the sea. Simone had
a front-row seat to the intrigue and intimate moments.

This location, a little shelter from the port, leaves us in the SaintTropez of 1960, as if time had not done its work and if (French
playwright Françoise) Sagan was sitting on the hotel terrace with
her coffee and her manuscripts.
You can see sailboats and fishing boats going by returning
to port; in the evening, sitting on the terrace is like seeing a living
painting with this blue. It is, for me, the best getaway.

Her stories, chronicled in three books, conjure images of the
fashionable set lounging on balconies and gazing off into the azure
sea, intense tête-à-têtes in the hotel bar, and romantic rendezvous
behind closed doors.

What’s new? And what of the original have you preserved?
We have designed a new bar, Saint Germain La Ponche, as in
the time of Roger Vadim. The patio is still there but now invites you
to sit, read a book, or play backgammon. The best location of the
hotel, which is also its beating heart, remains the panoramic terrace
of our restaurant from the village square facing the sea.

Simone swore she’d never sell. But as the years passed,
transition became inevitable. A meeting with hotel entrepreneur
Nicolas Saltiel, who describes La Ponche as “authentic, calm,
unique,” proved fortuitous. He took over the helm and Simone
stayed on as ambassador. After careful renovations led by noted
architect and interiors specialist Fabrizio Casiraghi who maintained
the hotel’s subtle old-world charm, the doors reopened in 2021.

Our guests certainly want to discover this place and relive
the stories of the illustrious people who have occupied it: Bardot,
Schneider, Pompidou, Kenzo, Trintignant. But they also find a family
home in the heart of the village, far from the bustle.

DUCO spoke with both Nicolas Saltiel and Simone Duckstein
about Hotel La Ponche’s place in Saint-Tropez history and what is
on the horizon.

The Hotel La Ponche is a haven where the softly lapping waves
and the blue horizon open you to inspiration.

Hotel La Ponche Saint-Tropez

“I got up from my bed, I opened the shutters, and
the sea and the sky threw the same blue, the
same pink, the same happiness in my face.”

5 Rue des Remparts
Saint-Tropez, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
www.laponche.com

French playwright Françoise Sagan who wrote
‘Bonjour Tristesse’ at La Ponche

Each of the 21 rooms and suites and 3 apartments
bear the name of a well-known guest. Among them:
Inès de la Fressange, Georges Pompidou, Pablo
Picasso, and Romy Schneider.
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The Spa by Le Tiger Yoga Club offers massages
and morning yoga facing the sea.
Dining at the terrace restaurant is overseen
by Chef Thomas Danigo.
Evenings can be spent at the games tables of the
library or in the lively piano bar.
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Baumanière Les Baux de Provence

Auberge du Jeu de Paume

Jiva Hill Resort

Baumanière Les Baux de Provence

La Chapelle Saint Martin

BRINDOS, LAC & CHÂTEAU*****

La Ferme Saint Siméon -

Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel

Relais & Châteaux

Château de Courcelles

La Maison d’Uzès

Château de La Chèvre d’Or

La Villa Calvi

Château de La Treyne

La Villa Gallici

Château de Mercuès

Le Couvent des Minimes

Château de Riell
Coquillade Provence Resort & Spa
Domaine de Fontenille

Hotel and SPA L’OCCITANE
Le Domaine du Mas de Pierre
Le Phebus & Spa

Domaine de La Bretesche Golf & Spa

Les Hauts de Loire

Domaine de Primard

Les Hortensias du Lac

Domaine de Verchant

Les Prés d’Eugénie - Maison Guérard

Domaine Les Crayères

Monte-Carlo Beach

Hôtel & Spa du Castellet

Relais Christine

Hôtel Splendide Royal

Saint James Paris
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FRANCE THROUGH YOUR EYES

SHOW ME FRANCE
THROUGH YOUR EYES

Jean-Pierre Trevisan

Yann Gillet

Paris, Île-de-France

Cannes, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur

MR. TREVISAN, TAKE US BACK TO LUTETIA RIVE
GAUCHE DURING LES ANNÉES FOLLES...

THE CHARMS OF THE CÔTE D’AZUR, CANNES, AND
HÔTEL MARTINEZ ARE INTERWOVEN. WHAT ABOUT
THEM CAPTURES PEOPLE’S IMAGINATIONS?

Lutetia Rive Gauche

Already famous for its nightlife and balls, the hotel
was a meeting place for intellectuals and artists
of the time: James Joyce wrote ‘Ulysses’ at the
hotel with a certain Mr. Hemingway acting as
occasional editor. Samuel Beckett, André Malraux,
and Saint-Exupéry, not to mention André Gide,
Ezra Pound, Gertrude Stein, and Albert Cohen,
who wrote a large part of ‘Belle du Seigneur’ here,
were all regulars. Mr. and Mrs. Charles de Gaulle
spent their wedding night at the Lutetia. And, 100
years later, we are recalling this glorious era with
contemporary frescos at the Brasserie.

Lionel Servant

Hôtel Martinez

WHAT SHOULDN’T BE MISSED IN THIS ICONIC
NEIGHBORHOOD?

A must is Le Bon Marché Rive Gauche, the
exciting Parisian department store whose history
has been linked with that of the hotel since its
opening. The Left Bank still has small shops such
as the Shakespeare & Company bookshop and
art lovers will enjoy a stroll on Rue de Seine for its
world-renowned galleries.

Le Negresco Hotel

Marie Sibuet

Les Fermes de Marie

When people close their eyes and think of Cannes,
they think of Hôtel Martinez. It is synonymous with
influence and glamour. We make people dream.

Megève, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

YOUR GUESTS’ FIRST IMPRESSIONS UPON ARRIVAL?

Back to the roots…people are looking for authentic
and rustic experiences that really make sense.
Real luxury comes from very simple experiences,
family getaways, being close to nature.

They are struck by the strong Art Deco style of the
building; the white façade and the blue balustrades
are really striking. But we like to say that we are like
a chocolate fondant – the best is on the inside: Our
grand staircase, which is a Monument Historique
of France, is iconic. Every celebrity wants to have
their picture taken on that staircase.

AND A MODERN-DAY DELIGHT?

Stepping inside Bar Joséphine it is easy to be swept
up by the floor-to-ceiling Art Nouveau frescos.
Towering, sculpted walls offer sweeping views with
light pouring in. This legendary bar has long been
the sophisticated heart of the Rive Gauche.

Some of France’s most respected hoteliers reveal the celebratory style
of their properties and share secrets of their regions.

WHAT MODERN TREND WOULD YOU SAY REFLECTS
THE CREATIVE ENERGY OF FRANCE TODAY?

The new energy is very inclusive. More and more
women are taking the lead. From politicians,
to chefs, and in fashion magazines, the role of
women is inspiring.
AND THE BEST WAY TO CELEBRATE AT HÔTEL
MARTINEZ, MR. GILLET?

There are so many: with a glass of champagne on
our jetty, facing the sea, and with Saint-Tropez in
the distance. It is beautiful any time of day, the sun
rises on the left and sets on the right with such an
amazing light.…I could go on and on. It’s all about
being a star and feeling like a star.
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Serge Ethuin

Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo
Monte-Carlo, Monaco

WHAT SPARKS INNOVATION IN MONACO?
THIS YEAR, DUCO IS CELEBRATING THE 1920S. HOW
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE 2020S?

HOW IS THAT CREATIVE SPIRIT OF LES ANNÉES
FOLLES MANIFESTED AT LES FERMES DE MARIE?

At our property we celebrate the ski season in a
more authentic and rustic way than during Les
Années Folles, but still with chic and sophistication
like having a cup of tea in the outdoor terrace or
near the fireplace.
HOW DO YOUR YOUNGEST VISITORS ENJOY THE
MOUNTAINS, MS. SIBUET?

We are a real paradise for the little ones with
experiences designed to delight children. From
cooking and gardening lessons to outdoor games
and mountain discovery, it’s great to be a kid in
the summer in Megève.
DESCRIBE FOR US A REAL CELEBRATION IN THE ALPES?

Celebration here goes together with cheese
fondue, white wine, and the sound of the
accordion!

I would say that the creative energy of Monaco
revolves around and concentrates its efforts
on environmental protection. Prince Albert is
leading the country toward cutting greenhouse
gas emissions…that requires we all play our part.
Another pillar of Monegasque creativity is the
gastronomy. Monaco is definitely a culinary
destination and with around 170 restaurants,
counting eight Michelin stars, that is a striking
culinary accomplishment for a country that is two
kilometers square.
IN WHAT WAYS IS THE EXCITEMENT OF LES ANNÉES
FOLLES EXPRESSED AT YOUR HOTEL TODAY?

The era of Les Années Folles represents a time
of creativity, renewal, and festivities. In that
spirit, we have launched live jazz music sessions
every month at the lobby bar with well-known
musicians and singers. We also organize cultural
events with famous French authors, where
readers can meet artists in small gatherings.
THREE WORDS TO DESCRIBE A STAY AT HÔTEL
MÉTROPOLE, MR. ETHUIN…

Our three pillars: exclusivity, innovation and,
above all, emotion.

Nice, Provence-Alpes-Côte D’Azur
LE NEGRESCO HOTEL HAS SEEN A PARADE OF
CELEBRITIES, ROYALTY, MILLIONAIRES, AND
POLITICIANS PASS THROUGH ITS DOORS…CAN YOU
SPILL A FEW SECRETS OF YOUR FAMOUS GUESTS?

Artists, of course, figure prominently in our
guestbook: Dalí, Matisse, and Picasso were
regulars; Chagall and Cocteau loved the hotel.
Show biz types have long treated Le Negresco as
their base on the Cote d’Azur: Alain Delon, Cary
Grant, Lauren Bacall, Frank Sinatra, The Beatles,
Elton John, Édith Piaf, Charles Aznavour...the
list goes on and on. Ava Gardner and Ernest
Hemingway have been guests, as have Jacques
Chirac, Winston Churchill, countless royals, and
heads of state.
So, stories of the Negresco’s rich and famous
clientele, and their hijinks, could easily fill a book.
Once during a power outage, the pianist Arthur
Rubinstein refused to climb the four floors to his
room. He asked for two pillows, a blanket, an 8 a.m.
wake-up call with breakfast and Champagne...and
then settled in for the night in the Salon Louis XIV.
WHAT ABOUT THE MAGNIFICENT ART COLLECTION
ON VIEW AT LE NEGRESCO, MR. SERVANT?

From salons dedicated to Louis XVI or Napoleon
III to Venetian or ‘Street Art’ rooms, you will move
from surprise to surprise discovering a unique
selection of French artwork from the 17th-century
to today.
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Jean-Luc Chomat

Relais Christine
Paris, Île-de-France

WHAT ICONIC FIGURE OF THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY
WOULD YOU SAY RELAIS CHRISTINE MOST
EMBODIES, MR. CHOMAT?

During Les Années Folles many artists settled
on Paris’s Left Bank, including true pioneering
women. The Relais Christine could well be
the home of one of Tamara de Lempicka’s
characters, with a sense of timeless refinement.
We can picture her having a drink from the honor
bar in the lounge.
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AFTER THE CAFÉ SOCIETY
GAVE RISE TO A THRIVING ARTS AND LITERARY
SCENE, HOW ARE THE YOUTH OF THE 2020S
MAKING THEIR CREATIVE MARK?

While much of what is being created now is
impermanent – with ephemeral installations for
instance – there are still artistic creations that will
endure. For example, musical creation that has
always been important in the Latin Quarter, as
well as photography, videos, and an extraordinary
diversity of fashion creations. Of course, street
art is also very present on the Left Bank.
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FRANCE THROUGH YOUR EYES

Louis Starck

Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo
Monte-Carlo, Monaco
WHERE CAN WE FIND THE BEST MANIFESTATION OF
LES ANNÉES FOLLES IN FRANCE TODAY?

Definitely the Monte-Carlo Beach Club built in
1929 on the Monaco seaside. When you enter in
this legendary place you immediately sense the
spirit of Les Années Folles. You can imagine the
Gatsby party around swimming pool, the first
ladies wearing bikinis…
WHAT LURES DISCERNING TRAVELERS TO YOUR
PROPERTY?

Discreet, authentic, and attentive luxury where
everyone feels welcomed into an intimate and
familiar place. Overlooking the sea and the Rock,
the building is classified as a Historic Monument
and its sublime Eiffel dome in the Winter Garden
make it a particularly appreciated architectural
gem. A palace proud of its history but resolutely
anchored in the 21st century.
IN WHAT STATE OF MIND DO YOU WANT TRAVELERS
TO LEAVE HÔTEL HERMITAGE, MR. STARCK?

Our aim is for guests to experience this place at
their own rhythm and take away unforgettable
memories. They then become the ambassadors
of a certain art de vivre.

Morgane Anthonioz

Alessandro Cresta

Courcelles-sur-Vesle, Hauts-de-France

Biarritz, New Aquitaine

CAN YOU SHARE A FEW STORIES FROM THE
INTRIGUING PAST OF CHÂTEAU DE COURCELLES,
MS. ANTHONIOZ?

WHY ARE TRAVELERS DRAWN TO BIARRITZ, MR.
CRESTA?

Château de Courcelles

Eric Paulus
Cap Estel

Eze Bord de Mer, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
THE CÔTE D’AZUR CONJURES IMAGES OF GLAMOUR
AND LUXURY. WHERE DOES CAP ESTEL FIT IN, MR.
PAULUS?

Cap Estel is one of the Côte d’Azur’s best kept
secrets. Set at the tip of a peninsula we are a
private villa surrounded by water and exotic
gardens….It’s a haven of beauty, elegance, and
discretion.
YOUR REGION IS SO WELL-KNOWN THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD FOR ITS SEASIDE. TELL US ABOUT A
SURPRISING DISCOVERY THERE.

Less than two hours from Nice, in the middle
of nowhere in the Roya Valley, is the Vallée
des Merveilles – the Valley of Wonders – an
archaeological site with roughly 40,000 rock
carvings from protohistory. It has been classified
as a Historic Monument since 1989.
WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO SOAK IN THE CÔTE
D’AZUR.

My favorite way is to go to the top of Eze village
and enjoy the beauty of this amazing ocean view
from Menton to Nice.

History is engraved on the walls of the castle. Built
for one of the advisors of the Sun King, Louis XIV,
notable figures from the age of enlightenment
such as Voltaire and Jean-Jacques Rousseau
honored the château with their presence. Jean
Cocteau added his footprint by designing the
main staircase and Christian Dior, who was once
an owner of the château, organized sumptuous
parties with other iconic celebrities of the time.
WHERE CAN WE FIND YOUR FAMILY’S TOUCH?

Our family is passionate about antiquities and
the château is our showcase. We spend hours
walking through flea markets to unearth rare
period gems.
WHAT MAKES THE DESIGN AND DÉCOR OF YOUR
HOTEL UNIQUE AND UNFORGETTABLE?

Our Marie-Louise Suite pays tribute to the
empress and second wife of Napoleon, as they
met in Courcelles in 1810. It is not uncommon for
our guests to feel like royalty when they first step
into their room.
WHY DO GUESTS RETURN TO CHÂTEAU DE
COURCELLES?

The peacefulness and the elegance of the
domain, the history of its region, the French
gastronomy, and undeniably its people…. And let’s
not forget Champagne: The closest vineyards are
10 minutes away!
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Arnaud Valary

Hôtel du Palais

As the only palace on the Atlantic Coast and the
former imperial summer residence of Napoleon
III and Empress Eugenie, the hotel has been an
emblem of Biarritz since 1854. And Biarritz, on
the invigorating ocean and in the shadow of the
Pyrenees mountains, is an exceptional location.
WHAT CELEBRATED FRENCH ERA IS MOST
EMBODIED AT THE HÔTEL DU PALAIS?

The Roaring Twenties were undoubtedly the most
prosperous and fantastic period in the history of
the Hôtel du Palais. All the crowned heads made
a stop. On September 21, 1921, the Imperial Ball
was inaugurated here – the hotel packed with
guests dressed in their finest – and remained
a fixture of the Palace until the end of the 20th
century. Another highlight of the early 1920s was
the Petrushka Ball in honor of [art critic] Sergei
Diaghilev, his Ballets Russes, and composer Igor
Stravinsky, who had settled in Biarritz.

Domaine Les Crayères

Eric Boonstoppel

Cheval Blanc Courchevel

Reims, Grand Est

HOW DOES CHEVAL BLANC COURCHEVEL PUT
AN ALPINE TWIST ON THE SPIRIT OF LES ANNÉES
FOLLES?

YOUR REGION IS KNOWN FOR ITS SPARKLING
CELEBRATORY WINE AND THE HOTEL NAME PAYS
TRIBUTE TO THE NATURAL CHALK CELLARS USED
TO STORE IT. TELL US, MR. VALARY, HOW CAN
GUESTS BEST ENJOY CHAMPAGNE (THE BEVERAGE
AND THE REGION) AT DOMAINE LES CRAYÈRES?

The Roaring Twenties permitted all audacity.
It is perhaps this energy – the willingness to
dare – that is found within our maison. Dare
to give artists carte blanche, to discover each
season’s signature menu by (Michelin-starred
chef) Yannick Alléno, to experience the new
installations of our architect. Cheval Blanc
Courchevel embodies the French art of living and
uses this creative audacity, this orchestration of
talents to create unforgettable stays.

At our restaurant in the heart of Reims guests can
choose from over 1,000 of the finest vintages of
Le Champagne from our list, honored as the best
by The World of Fine Wine in 2021.
And steps from the property, you’ll find the
Unesco World Heritage site Colline Saint-Nicaise,
home to champagne houses for centuries. The
cellars of Ruinart, Taittinger, Pommery, and Veuve
Clicquot are all within walking distance.

SO, WHAT MONIKER WOULD YOU GIVE THE 2020S,
MR. BOONSTOPPEL?

WHERE CAN WE FIND REMNANTS OF LES ANNÉES
FOLLES IN REIMS?

Courchevel, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

The Bold Years.
WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR GUESTS TO TAKE AWAY
FROM A STAY AT CHEVAL BLANC?

During that time that Reims was under reconstruction and a Carnegie Library in distinct Art
Deco style was built in the city. Also, our neighbor,
Villa Demoiselle, is a tribute to Art Nouveau!

The thrill of emotion and joy.
THREE WORDS TO DESCRIBE CHEVAL BLANC
COURCHEVEL…

Ducit supra Montes, our motto: Going beyond
Mountains.

WHAT FUELS THE CREATIVE ENERGY AT YOUR
PROPERTY?

Its unique atmosphere, the feeling of living an
exceptional moment – the whole history of the
château since 1904 as host to parties, artists,
dinners, champagne tasting!
And nothing beats sunset from our iconic terrace
facing Reims’ famed cathedral.
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A world of luxury hotels and French savoir-faire

Airelles Courchevel, Les Airelles

Hôtel Plaza Athénée, Dorchester – Paris

Airelles Gordes, La Bastide

Hôtel Royal Evian – Evian-les-Bains

Airelles Saint-Tropez,
Château de la Messardière

L’Apogée Courchevel
La Réserve Paris Hôtel and Spa

Byblos Saint-Tropez
Château Saint-Martin & Spa

La Réserve Ramatuelle
Hôtel Spa and Villas

Cheval Blanc Courchevel

Le Bristol Paris

Cheval Blanc St-Tropez

Le K2 Palace, Courchevel

Cheval Blanc St-Barth Isle de France

Le Meurice, Dorchester Collection – Paris

Four Seasons Hotel George V, Paris
Grand-Hôtel du Cap-Ferrat,
A Four Seasons Hotel

Le Royal Monceau-Raffles Paris
Les Prés d’Eugénie - Maison Guérard
Les Sources de Caudalie, Bordeaux

Hôtel Barrière Les Neiges, Courchevel

Mandarin Oriental, Paris

Hôtel de Crillon, A Rosewood Hotel

Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme

Hôtel Cap-Eden-Roc, Antibes

Shangri-La Hôtel, Paris

Hôtel du Palais, Biarritz

The Peninsula Paris

Hôtel Lutetia Rive Gauche, Paris

Villa La Coste
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LES SOURCES DE CHEVERNY

NEVERENDING STORY
With a fresh take on the Loire Valley and a narrative that blends history and
the natural world, a couple boasting deep roots in wine hospitality reimagines
relaxation and embraces sustainable tourism at Les Sources de Cheverny.
The tale of Les Sources de Cheverny could be seen as a
sort of epilogue to a best-selling trilogy.

with muted earth tones and antique-shop finds. Lose yourself,
snuggled up fireside, in the tomes of the library. Enjoy fine
dining in the Michelin-starred Le Favori or a casual meal or
cocktail at L’Auberge. Escape worldly woes at the signature
spa featuring wine treatments.

Book One would be set in 1990: Alice Tourbier’s parents,
former members of the French national alpine ski team
Florence and Daniel Cathiard, carve their path in winemaking
with the revival of Château Smith Haut Lafitte, one of
Bordeaux’s oldest estates where vines were first planted in
the 14th century. Book Two would feature a chance encounter
at one of the family’s first grape harvests: An academic
introduces Alice’s sister Mathilde and her husband to the
powerful antioxidant properties of grape seeds, knowledge
the couple would turn into their cosmetics brand Caudalie,
founded in 1993, and the Vinothérapie® trademark. And Book
Three follows Alice and her husband Jérôme, new business
school graduates, as they develop the family’s hotel and spa,
Les Sources de Caudalie.

The result is an elegant but easy-going, family-friendly
property that has something for everyone: “There are parts
of the hotel that are more traditional like the châteaux and
parts that are more fun.”
Guest rooms give a nod to the heritage and historical sites
of the region, each uniquely decorated and named for local
flora and fauna.
Though the Tourbiers weren’t afraid to make bold, original
statements, which is evident immediately upon arrival. A traditional reception desk is replaced by an oversized moss green
booth resembling a guichet or old-fashioned ticket booth.

“My parents are the wine; my sister, the cosmetics; and my
husband and I are the hoteliers,” says Alice. Only Alice and
Jérôme’s story did not end there. And the chapter that came
next is more than just a postscript; it’s a magnum opus.

“It reminds me of the first trains,’ Alice says, “a time when
travel was inspiring.”

“We wanted to expand into another French wine region
that was maybe not so famous but had some historical
tourism,” she says, explaining the couple’s decision to branch
out. Upon discovering the 18th-century castle with a collection
of stone outbuildings on 110 acres within the private Solange
Forest, “We fell in love.”

To preserve the beauty that surrounds them, Les Sources
de Cheverny is committed to sustainability through the
materials used in the creation of spaces, the purchase of
bulk amenities, and the philosophy of developing their own
resources such as spring water onsite, buying locally, and
limiting their carbon footprint, inviting guests to move around
the estate and beyond on the provided bicycles.

Their goal was to return the property to its original state
respecting history and culture while adding modern touches
and amplifying the connection to nature. Among the first
things they did? Plant vines.

“We follow the three Rs: reduce, recycle, reuse.”
The final chapter has yet to be written as the Tourbiers
actively seek new locations for the family’s distinctive style of
wine and wellness hospitality.

“It is like a village, an escape from the world,” Alice says,
describing the sprawling estate that includes a contemplative
pond worthy of Walden, open fields, beehives, farm animals
and wild animals, and rubber boots on hand to explore it all.
Relax poolside or retreat into the homey interiors decorated

Les Sources Spa
Offers vinotherapy treatments from
Caudalie, cosmetics using polyphenols from
grape extracts developed by Alice’s sister
at the Bordeaux winery Château Smith Haut
Lafitte, owned by their parents.

“We hope for more hotels in other French wine regions,”
Alice reveals. “For instance, Alsace and Burgundy would be
great additions to our collection of ‘Les Sources de…’.”

Les Sources de Cheverny
23 Route de Fougères
Cheverny, Centre-Val de Loire
26 rooms and 23 suites
Michelin one-star restaurant, Le Favori

The term caudalie refers to the time that the
flavors of the wine remain on the palate.
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www.sources-cheverny.com
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Get lost among the trees:
The standout suite of the property is Le
Baron Perché, The Perched Baron, a
wooden cabin set on stilts above the lake.
It takes its name from the Italo Calvino
novel, The Baron in the Trees, a fable
about a young boy who climbs into the
trees and never descends. After a night
here, guests may feel similarly inclined.

Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo
Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo
Monte-Carlo Beach

©MONTE-CARLO Société des Bains de Mer

Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo

Monaco Grand Prix - 1962
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CHÂTEAU HÔTEL GRAND BARRAIL

Sleeping Beauty
A 20th-century castle so enchanting, one family spun
Château Hôtel Grand Barrail into their own modern fairytale.

The hilltop town of Saint-Émilion in the famed winemaking
region of Bordeaux sits sentinel over the centuries-old
vines planted here by Romans. Vineyards for as far as the
eye can see beckon from beyond the old town’s medieval
lanes. Minutes away is the tree-lined entrance to Grand
Barrail. Before reaching the wide circular drive that will
deposit you in grandeur at the main entrance, you’ll glimpse
the castle’s turrets and spires mirrored in a small pond – a
glimmering image that mesmerizes, transporting you back
centuries as if into a fantasy.

location among the vineyards…we can say that it was love
at first sight for us.
Tell us more about the distinctive décor and style of
the property.
The castle is an impressive limestone building
inspired by the Loire Valley castles, and our guests get
a very charming French Art Deco influence in the main
structure’s bedrooms. The Moorish-style dining room
truly impresses with its exotic atmosphere. It’s definitely
the masterpiece of our property.

As owners of nearby Château Fonroque wine estate,
which produces one of Saint-Émilion’s famed grand crus
and the first organic and biodynamic Bordeaux wine,
the Guillard family know all too well the magical allure of
Grand Barrail (which translates into ‘Big Barrel’). They
themselves were guests here at the only 5-star hotel in
the area before purchasing it in 2019.

Ah yes, Art Deco…this year DUCO France is
celebrating the effervescence of 1920s France. How
does that spirit manifest in your property today?
That period was known for the importance of art in
architecture like the Art Deco movement. Although the
founder of the castle, built in 1902, did not build an Art
Deco castle, he was inspired by different artistic styles
he discovered during his trips and we can still see that
influence in the hotel today.

Most of the guest rooms, located across the main
château and various annexes, offer sweeping views of the
seven acres of vineyards that creep right up to the castle’s
edge. You’d be tempted to lean out your window and pluck
a plump grape from the vine if you didn’t know that there
would be even more pleasure in waiting for that ripening
fruit to make its journey into the bottle.

Can you share any memorable stories with us?

Owner Richard Guillard spills some secrets to DUCO
about the castle and this well-known winemaking region.

One of the cutest was when a little girl’s parents asked
us to organize a surprise for her. We were to make her
believe that Château Hôtel Grand Barrail was the Sleeping
Beauty castle. It truly touched the heart to see the emotion
on Lisa’s face, with hundreds of stars sparkling in her eyes.

Your family got into the wine business and then, in
short order, found yourselves hoteliers! What about
the Château Hôtel Grand Barrail so charmed you?

We hope that after welcoming so many families
including children that we will have the pleasure of soon
welcoming the next generation with their own children.

We were regularly staying at Le Grand Barrail when
visiting our wine estate Le Château Fonroque two miles
from this lovely castle built in the early 20th-century by a
rich manufacturer for his future wife. And with its dreamy

How do you want guests to feel when they leave?

Château Hôtel Grand Barrail
Route de Libourne
Saint-Émilion, New Aquitaine
41 rooms and 5 suites
SOTHYS-branded spa
www.grand-barrail.com

That Le Grand Barrail is not a hotel but the home of a
friend keen to share their passion for the region.

Viticulture was introduced to this fertile region of
Aquitaine by the Romans, and intensified in the
Middle Ages. The Saint-Emilion area benefited from
its location on the pilgrimage route to Santiago
de Compostela…. It is an exceptional landscape
devoted entirely to wine-growing, with many fine
historic monuments in its towns and villages.
From the 1999 declaration designating the area
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site
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The delicately colored stained-glass windows
and antique moldings of the Salon Mauresque,
inspired by the original owner’s excursions
in Tunisia, impart a sensation of retreating
to a more elegant time. It is one of two dining
rooms on the estate.
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DUCO
THE BEST
OF FRANCE

“Always believe that something wonderful is
about to happen.”
COCO CHANEL

Dancer Edmonde Guydens dancing at the Moulin Rouge nightclub in Paris in a costume made of lace, 3rd February 1926.
© Photo by Rahma/Topical Press Agency/Getty Images
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CENTRE-VAL DE LOIRE
Cheverny
01 Les Sources de Cheverny
Guainville
02 Domaine de Primard
Onzain
03 Les Hauts de Loire
NORMANDY
Bayeux
04 Hotel Villa Lara and Villa
Augustine Bayeux

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

Deauville
05 Hotel Barrière Le Normandy,
Deauville
Honfleur
06 La Ferme Saint Siméon Relais & Châteaux
Port-en-Bessin
07 Château la Chenevière
PAYS DE LA LOIRE
Missillac
08 Domaine de La Bretesche
Golf & Spa
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01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

NEW AQUITAINE
Anglet
01 Brindos, Lac & Château*****

Cognac
05 Chais Monnet Hotel & Spa

Biarritz
02 Hôtel du Palais

Eugénie-les-Bains
06 Les Prés d’Eugénie - Maison Guérard

Bordeaux
03 InterContinental Bordeaux Le Grand Hotel

Hossegor
07 Les Hortensias du Lac

04 Les Sources de Caudalie
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Massignac
08 Domaine des Etangs

09

10

11

12

13
15

NEW AQUITAINE

OCCITANIE

Nieul
09 La Chapelle Saint Martin

Lacave
12 Château de La Treyne

Montpellier
15 Domaine de Verchant

14

Saint-Emilion
10 Château Hôtel Grand Barrail

Mercuès
13 Château de Mercuès

Uzès
16 La Maison d’Uzès

16

Saint-Martin-de-Ré
11 Villa Clarisse

Molitg-les-Bains
14 Château de Riell
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01
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05
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08

09

10

11

12

PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE D’AZUR
Aix-en-Provence
01 Esprit de France – Hotel Le Pigonnet
02 La Villa Gallici
Cannes
03 Cannes – Le Grand Jardin
04 Carlton Cannes
05 Hotel Barrière Le Majestic, Cannes
06 Hôtel Martinez

Cap d’Antibes
07 Cap d’Antibes Beach Hotel

Crillon-le-Brave
10 Hotel Crillon Le Brave

Cassis
08 Les Roches Blanches

Èze
11 Château de La Chèvre d’Or

Cotignac
09 Lou Calen

Eze Bord de Mer
12 Cap Estel
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE D’AZUR
Fontvieille
13 Château d’Estoublon

La Croix-Valmer
17 Lily of the Valley

Gargas
14 Coquillade Provence Resort & Spa

Lauris
18 Domaine de Fontenille

Gordes
15 Airelles Gordes, La Bastide

Le Castellet
19 Hôtel & Spa du Castellet

Joucas/Gordes
16 Le Phebus & Spa

Le Puy-Sainte-Réparade
20 Villa La Coste Hotel

Les Baux-de-Provence
21 Baumanière Les Baux de Provence
22 Domaine de Manville
Mane en Provence
23 Le Couvent des Minimes Hôtel and
SPA L’OCCITANE
Marseille
24 InterContinental Marseille - Hotel Dieu
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26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34
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PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE D’AZUR
Ménerbes
25 La Bastide de Marie
26 Le Mas Vermentino
27 Villa Grenache

Ramatuelle
30 La Réserve Ramatuelle - Hotel,
Spa and Villas
31 Villa Marie Saint-Tropez

Nice
28 Le Negresco Hotel

Roquebrune-Cap-Martin
32 The Maybourne Riviera

Pays de Fayence
29 Terre Blanche Hotel Spa Golf Resort***** Provence

Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat
33 Grand-Hôtel du Cap-Ferrat,
A Four Seasons Hotel

Saint-Paul-de-Vence
34 Le Domaine du Mas de Pierre
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence
35 Le Vallon de Valrugues & Spa
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PROVENCE-ALPES-CÔTE D’AZUR

CORSE

Saint-Tropez
36 Airelles Saint-Tropez, Château de la Messardière
37 Airelles Saint-Tropez, Pan Deï Palais
38 Byblos Saint-Tropez
39 Cheval Blanc St-Tropez
40 Hotel La Ponche Saint-Tropez
41 Lou Pinet
42 Villa Cosy, Hotel & Spa

Calvi
43 La Villa Calvi
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Monte-Carlo
01 Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo
02 Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo
03 Hôtel Métropole Monte-Carlo
04 Monte-Carlo Beach

01
02
03
04
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01
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AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES
Chamonix
01 Hotel Mont-Blanc Chamonix
Courchevel
02 Airelles Courchevel, Les Airelles
03 Aman Le Mélézin
04 Cheval Blanc Courchevel
05 Hameau de La Volière
06 Hôtel Le Strato

07 Le K2 Altitude
08 Le K2 Djola
09 Le K2 Palace
10 Ultima Courchevel Belvédère
Crozet
11 Jiva Hill Resort
Évian-les-Bains
12 Hôtel Royal - Evian Resort
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Lyon
13 Cour Des Loges – A Radisson Collection Hotel
14 InterContinental Lyon - Hotel Dieu
15 Villa Maïa
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17
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20
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22

23
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AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES
Megève
16 Coeur de Megève, Leitmotiv Hotels
17 Four Seasons Megève Collection
18 Hôtel Mont-Blanc
19 Les Chalets des Fermes
20 Les Fermes de Marie
21 Ultima Megève

Méribel
22 Refuge de la Traye
Saint-Gervais
23 Armancette Hôtel, Chalets & SPA
Val d’Isère
24 Airelles Val d’Isère
25 Le K2 Chogori
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GRAND EST
Champillon
26 Royal Champagne Hotel & Spa
Reims
27 Domaine Les Crayères
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ÎLE-DE-FRANCE
Paris
01 Castille Paris
02 Cheval Blanc Paris
03 Cour des Vosges
04 Fauchon L’Hôtel Paris
05 Four Seasons Hotel George V
06 Grand Powers
07 Hôtel Barrière Fouquet’s Paris
08 Hotel Bowmann
09 Hôtel de Crillon, A Rosewood Hotel
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Hôtel du Louvre
Hôtel Lancaster Paris
Hôtel Madame Rêve
Hotel Montalembert
Hôtel Plaza Athénée
Hotel Sofitel Paris Le Faubourg
Hôtel Splendide Royal
Hotel Vernet
InterContinental Paris Le Grand

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

J.K. Place Paris
Kimpton St Honoré Paris
La Réserve Paris - Hotel and Spa
Le Bristol Paris
Le Burgundy Paris
Le Meurice
Le Narcisse Blanc Hôtel & Spa
Le Roch Hôtel & Spa Paris
Le Royal Monceau - Raffles Paris
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Lutetia Rive Gauche
Maison Villeroy
Mandarin Oriental, Paris
Monsieur George Hotel & Spa Champs-Elysees
Nolinski Paris
Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme
Pavillon de la Reine
Prince De Galles, a Luxury Collection Hotel
Relais Christine
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44

45

40

41

42

46
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Versailles
44 Airelles Château de Versailles, Le Grand Contrôle
45 Waldorf Astoria Versailles - Trianon Palace

Ritz Paris
Saint James Paris
San Régis Paris
Shangri-La Paris
SO/ Paris
The Bulgari Hotel Paris
The Peninsula Paris

HAUTS-DE-FRANCE
Chantilly
46 Auberge du Jeu de Paume
Courcelles-sur-Vesle
47 Château de Courcelles
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DMCs, Reps,
Special Experiences
& Associations

Renowned for creating unique travel experiences, I.D.I. boasts extensive knowledge in crafting
the perfect French vacation. We always customize all our itineraries to perfectly fit our clients
wishes dedicating them heart and soul... we truly
let them live a dream!

We are a French group of top entrepreneurs.
We own top luxury villas for private rental with
exceptional services. We offer exclusive experiences of a lifetime set to take place in 2023 and
2024, including for the Paris 2024 Olympic and
Paralympic Games.

An award-winning DMC dedicated to creating
unique and unforgettable travel experiences
across France for high-end clientele. Our unparalleled network and knowledge of the country
thanks to over 40 years of combined experience
ensure that you and your guests are in the very
best of hands.

Located in Paris, 1889 Travel France creates bespoke experiences all over France for the most
demanding travellers: living exclusive moments
with craftsmen, visiting unique private collections, cooking classes with Michelin star chefs,
dinner in museums,...

Albion Voyages, a full-service DMC, Transportation Company, and Touring Company, is dedicated to offering the best of the best in Normandy and Brittany. Owned and operated by a
Franco-American couple, this boutique travel
company propose full FIT itineraries. Albion’s
team is located in Normandy and provides Guest
Ambassadors who take care of each and every
client throughout their stay.

Based on the Côte d’Azur, Andy Swann Voyage
creates luxury leisure travel, à la carte experiences, wine-focused touring and exclusive events
for private and business clients on the French
Riviera, in Provence, Burgundy, Normandy, Paris,
Courchevel and beyond.

With an offer of 40 luxury villas to rent, with the
services of the best deluxe hotels, we have the
opportunity to provide a customized and personalized service to our guests. Satisfaction, feeling
of being at home, confidentiality, concierge services, 24 hour assistance for a la carte service,
represent our main objectives in this new accommodation offer in Provence.

Queen of Clubs is a lifestyle luxury Concierge
working only with Travel Advisors. We provide
services from ground logistics, private jets, accommodations at luxury hotels, villas and private
apartments, customised tours, exclusive access,
tickets and more.

Established in 1954, Relais & Châteaux is an
association of more than 580 landmark hotels
and restaurants operated by independent
innkeepers, chefs, and owners who share a
passion for their businesses and a desire for
authenticity.

The fleet of Belmond boats in France comprises of
seven barges that offer a unique and tranquil cruise
experience into the heart of rural France including
Burgundy, Provence, Champagne and Canal du
Midi. Excursions are tailored to guests’ personal
tastes and requirements and each barge is individual in design, beautifully constructed, furnished and
lavishly appointed making them the most luxurious
fleet on the French waterways.

DMC/Incoming agency located in Bordeaux for
over 20 years, a recognized partner of the world’s
largest tour operators and travel agencies specialized in corporate travel, cruise service and
personalized luxury travel. Our deep passion
for the different regions of France & unrivaled
network of local contacts makes us your expert.

Chocolatine creates distinctive and personalized
travel vacations and arrangements throughout
France while providing discerning clientele with
the highest level of personalized service, integrity,
and above all, flexibility. Based in the USA.

The renowned luxury department store Samaritaine
reopens with all its splendor in the heart of Paris.
Created 150 years ago by the visionary couple
Cognacq-Jaÿ, Samaritaine is now owned by
LVMH, which has entrusted the development
and operation to DFS.

Small Luxury Hotels of the World is the most
desirable community of independently minded
travellers and independently spirited hotels in
the world. We’re creating a future where people
experience the world with intention, experience
its intensity and protect its integrity.

The 1492 Company is an artisan DMC covering
France. For the last 10 years, we have crafted
and executed bespoke itineraries that are built
around a strong narrative. We have curated a selection of unique and immersive experiences,
very often not accessible to the general public.

Deluxe France is a DMC company based in
France, specialized in high-end custom private
tours & experiences. We provide the classics
‘must-sees’ and ‘highlights’ tours, as well as
themed tours focused on art, gastronomy or
history, to name a few.

French Side Travel is a family-owned French
DMC specializing in luxury and custom trips to
France. We organize tailor-made, original tours
throughout all of France. We’re locally based in
Aix-en-Provence & Paris, and we pride ourselves
on our extensive local knowledge, dedication to
customer service, and keen attention to detail.

Galeries Lafayette Paris Haussmann, the Ultimate Shopping Destination! Located in the heart
of Paris, the ‘Capital of Fashion’ boasts over 3500
brands from affordable to prestigious. With its
global reach, Galeries Lafayette introduces you
to the French Lifestyle environment.

Step onto a legend in motion. The Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express glimmers with a fabled history; inviting you to step aboard and
live your own mythic fantasy. A work of art in
itself and a true art deco icon, the legendary
Venice Simplon-Orient-Express train is one of
the world’s most celebrated travel experiences.
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